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Progress Report Template -  

Text in italics is explanatory and should be deleted in completed documents. 
 

Project Name CHARTER – UNIVERSITY OF EXETER 

Project Website http://projects.exeter.ac.uk/charter/  

Report compiled by Jessica Gardner  

Reporting period 1 October 2008 to 31 March 2009 

Section One: Summary 

Please provide a short overview of project progress during this reporting period, mentioning any key 
achievements, which could be disseminated to programme stakeholders. 

CHARTER aims to establish the digital assets infrastructure for the special collections of the University of 
Exeter. Six months in, the project is on target and has achieved: 

o Publication of project website and blog 

o Installation of the open access repository software DSpace 

o Recruitment and induction of two dedicated digitisation staff  

o Mapping of heritage descriptive standards (ISAD (G), SPECTRUM and MARC 21) to Qualified 
Dublin Core 

o Significant progress with customisation of DSpace (e.g. data entry forms completed for each 
descriptive standard) 

o Implementation of digitisation workflow (staff manual, staff training, pilots completed) 

o Establishment of digitisation best practice for different formats of heritage objects (e.g. lantern 
slides, manuscripts, large format periodicals) 

o Two out of three academic selection panels for heritage objects  

o Background work on proposed e-learning module  

Section Two: Activities and Progress 

http://projects.exeter.ac.uk/charter/
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Report on activities against the ones outlined in your work packages for the period covered by this report 
and describe any changes to this, including the reasons for these. Do include any additional activities 
undertaken that are not in your work packages, providing the background to their inclusion.  

Workpackage 1 Project Management: 

JISC Project Plan completed. Charter Website and blog established. Content for JISC website submitted. 
Regular project team and project Board meetings ongoing. 

Workpackage 2 Selection of Heritage Objects for Digitisation:  

Victorian heritage objects used in teaching in terms 1 & 2 have been recorded on spreadsheets for 
digitisation. Academic selection panel meetings for the themes of ‘Empire, Imperialism and Oversees 
Encounter’ and ‘Work, Home and Leisure’ have met to set criteria for the selection of additional objects for 
digitisation. The third panel is scheduled to meet in May.  

Workpackage 3 Repository and Web Front End:  

Server set up for CHARTER was completed in November 2008, whilst the project team appraised the 
advantages of fedora vs DSpace repository software. Following this scoping work, in December 2008, 
JISC approved CHARTER’s decision to change its selection of repository software, from Fedora to 
DSpace. DSpace, with the latest manakin interface, was then installed on a development server and work 
to customise the DSpace DC registry and data entry forms took place. Three separate data entry forms 
have been completed – one for each type of special collection represented on the project (archive, 
museum, book). The repository team and digitisation team have been testing the forms, search functions 
and record display. DSpace has just gone live at Exeter (www.collections.ex.ac.uk), but there is no 
content yet on the live version. Development work is continuing on the in-house version. 

Workpackage 6: Metadata Migration from EVE 

The data on EVE has been mapped to Dublin Core, ready for migration to DSpace. The migration work is 
scheduled to start in April, once the technical repository team have completed set-up of DSpace.  

Workpackage 5 Digitisation and Metadata: 

Digitisation equipment has been purchased. The two digitisation staff have been recruited and trained 
(including attendance on two TASI courses). Metadata standards have been established (including 
mapping of ISAD(G), SPECTRUM and MARC 21 to Qualified Dublin Core). The digitisation workflow has 
been established, tested and fully documented. Best practice has been established for digitisation of 
different heritage objects (e.g. lantern slides, manuscripts, large format periodicals) and for key digitisation 
procedures (e.g. file naming conventions). Digitisation work has started (2000 new digital images are 
promised), with priority to those objects selected for the course (‘Eyes, Lies and Illusions’) that will feature 
in the project’s e-learning output.  

Workpackage 6: E-Learning:  

The e-learning workpackage is ahead of schedule, with textual content and the structure of the e-learning 
package already underway. Once digitisation is completed on required heritage objects, persistent URLS 
for their digital surrogate on DSpace will be added to the package.  

Workpackage 7: Evaluation and Dissemination:  

CHARTER is in the mid-project stage and most evaluation and testing is currently in-house within the 
project team. However, the Project Board meets regularly to scrutinise progress and to assist with decision 
making. From June 2009, the Project Team will begin to publicise its work via conferences and like 
dissemination activity.  

 

Section Three: Institutional & Project Partner Issues 

Report on any changes or issues in your institutional context, in particular with regard to project 
management, staffing and the project’s infrastructure.   

CHARTER has not experienced any significant changes or issues as regards its institutional context with 
regard to project management, staffing and the project’s infrastructure. The project is well-supported by its 
Project Sponsor and its Board. CHARTER’s progress with DSpace has opened up the potential for its use 
for other activities at Exeter, e.g. e-learning. Such future development will be out-of-scope of CHARTER 
but will build on its success. 

 

Report on any progress and changes or issues in working with your project partners (where applicable).  

Not applicable.  

Section Four: Outputs and Deliverables 

http://www.collections.ex.ac.uk/
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Report on progress with outputs and deliverables. In particular, has content been created as planned? Or, 
if not, have alternative plans been agreed with JISC?  

The project’s outputs and deliverables are progressing well. 

o An open access repository (using DSpace software) and manakin web interface has 
been installed (and will go live in April 2009) 

o After intensive experimentation to ascertain best-practice, the digitisation team have 
begun to capture and describe the 2000 new digital surrogates (based on original objects 
selected by an interdisciplinary team of academics and curators)  

o Sustainable preservation storage procedures for TIFF masters (on dedicated server, with 
back-up on gold dvds) have been established 

o Principles and practices for digitisation and metadata processes and standards have 
been fully documented and will, by the end of the project, be made freely available to all 

o The CASPER end-user licence has been utilised for CHARTER’s collection on DSpace 

o Reports to JISC, Project Board and the project website are up to date 

o The e-learning module is in progress (and the formats chosen allow deposit on Jorum)  

o Technical and user guidelines for the repository are being drafted, for completion by the 
end of the project. The project’s Digitisation Workflow and Guidelines are already 
available at: http://hdl.handle.net/10036/56866 

Alternative plans for use of DSpace, instead of Fedora, were agreed with JISC in December 
following an appraisal process in November 2008.  In this, CHARTER was well supported by 
JISC and by others in the wider community of practice (e.g. University of Durham).  

 

1 Additional Output – DSpace and Encore 

Since the Project Plan was approved, the CHARTER team have decided to use some of the 
project’s dissemination budget to map its DSpace repository to the Encore metasearch facility 
that now sits ‘on-top’ of Exeter University Library’s online catalogue. This will make the DSpace 
facility much more visible to a wider audience of students and academics. Encore is a new ‘one-
stop-shop’ search facility. It will cost c.£2-3k to map DSpace to Encore, but this figure is easily 
offset by the benefits of making the resource more visible and accessible.  

Section Five: Outcomes and Lessons Learned 

Outline any emerging outcomes or lessons, if any that have been learned during this reporting period that 
could be passed on to other projects or JISC. 

CHARTER is being run as a learning project, giving all team members the opportunity to reflect and review 
the project’s process and progress via discussion at the project team meetings and via the feedback from 
the Project Board. Overall, the team has learnt that time needs to be built in to the project plan for 
appraisal and that it can be a mistake to make big decisions (e.g. choice of repository software) too early 
in the application process before full appraisal has taken place. A less rigid approach is more enabling, 
allowing the project team time when the project begins to establish which software is the best fit to 
resources and to the institutional infrastructure.  

Section Six: Dissemination and Communication 

https://owa.ex.ac.uk/owa/redir.aspx?C=49c3978dee464468b10dbd487d018e46&URL=http%3a%2f%2fhdl.handle.net%2f10036%2f56866
https://owa.ex.ac.uk/owa/redir.aspx?C=49c3978dee464468b10dbd487d018e46&URL=http%3a%2f%2fhdl.handle.net%2f10036%2f56866
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Report on any communication or dissemination activities with project stakeholders or the wider community 
which have taken place during the reporting period. Describe any activities involving users’ consultation 
and engagement in the creation of the resources and how any findings will be incorporated in the final 
delivery of the resource.  Provide details or URLs of any relevant dissemination or presentation materials. 
Include details of any publicity the project received during the reporting period. 

Repository – during the choice of repository software the team consulted widely within the communities of 
practice for fedora and for DSpace (including University of Durham, University of Plymouth and BioMed).  

Digitisation strategy – discussions have taken place with other heritage collection manages in the South 
West (e.g. Exeter’s Royal Albert Memorial Museum and Devon Museums Group). We aim to hold a 
regional networking event as part of CHARTER’s dissemination work. Following discussions with local 
museums, our aim is to use CHARTER’s experience to facilitate a workshop that will consider digitisation 
strategy issues for non-national heritage collections (e.g. in the post-NOF environment). We hope to hold 
this event before the end of CHARTER, but that will depend on the progress of the project.  

Selection – the selection workflow involves ongoing communication and consultation with the academic 
community. The use of interdisciplinary selection panels for the new digitisation work on CHARTER was 
intended to ensure close ‘ownership’ of the outputs by the academic community. So far, intention appears 
to be becoming a reality, with academic colleagues not only participating in selection but also looking 
ahead to how they will integrate the objects into teaching from 2009/10.  

Dissemination and Publicity Plans – once the DSpace facility goes live in April 2009, the team plans to 
hold a second round of publicity for the project to flag up its progress and to alert students and academics 
to the forthcoming availability of digital surrogates in their subject areas. The project will also be 
represented at two conferences in June – ADD HERE. Commission mapping of DSpace to Encore (by 
integrating DSpace to the Encore metasearch facility CHARTER’s repository will become more visible to a 
wider audience by integrating it into a ‘one-stop-shop’ search facility for Exeter’s collections). The costs 
associated with this work (c.£2-3k) were discussed and approved in principle by Ben Showers, in 
discussion at CHARTER’s last Project Board.  

 

 

 

Section Seven: Risks, Issues and Challenges  
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Report on any issues or problems that have impacted on the development and implementation of the 
project during the reporting period. Detail what impact any issues may have on the achievement of project 
targets, and set out how you plan to tackle these issues. Report on any unexpected project achievements. 
In this section you can list whether there have been changes in risks, whether they have become issues 
and whether new risks have been identified.  

The biggest challenge for CHARTER has been over the choice of repository software and its 
customisation. The initial choice of Fedora software was too ambitious and, on reflection, the 
associate risk of failure with this choice should have been assigned a higher risk status in the 
Project Plan. The team dealt with this in an open and consultative way, informing JISC of its 
concerns within the first weeks of project start up. As a result, the repository workpackage was 
delayed whilst the team explored whether Fedora or DSpace was a better fit for the project and 
for this institution. Once the choice of DSpace was made, progress has been good. More time 
and resource should ideally have been allocated to this workpackage from the start, especially 
as the project’s metadata proposals (e.g. mapping to three separate descriptive standards for 
heritage objects) were (and remain) ambitious.  

 

At this stage in the project, the risks are being managed and monitored well. There are no new 
risks to report and two relatively high risks outlined in the project plan (recruitment of staff) and 
digitisation, now appear to be well in control. The highest risk now is probably attached to the 
transfer of images and metadata from EVE. As outlined from the start, this is an experimental 
part of the project. CHARTER will consult fully with JISC over its progress on this workstrand.  

 

In terms of unexpected project achievements, it is just worth mentioning that DSpace is now 
being considered for use in other projects at Exeter (e.g. e-learning). In this way, the project has 
helped to influence institutional strategy for digital assets management and is developing 
expertise that will support future ventures.  

Section Eight: Standards - Technical and Processes, and Quality Assurance (QA) 
Report on any changes in the technical standards to be used and the reasons. Describe any issues that 
might have arisen with regard to the project’s adoption of standards and any contribution the project might 
have made to current debate on technical standards.  
 
There have been no changes to standards, processes or quality assurance practices. These 
remain as scoped in the Project Plan previously submitted to JISC. 
 
 
Report on any issues or changes in the project’s approach to best practice in processes (eg management, 
procurement, workflow processes, QA etc) 
 
There are no current issues or changes in the project’s approach to best practice, but JISC and other 
projects may be interested in the (draft, version 5) Digitisation Workflow and Guidelines devised for the 
project, available at. 
http://hdl.handle.net/10036/56866.  

 

Section Nine: Intellectual Property Rights 
Report on progress in clearing any third-party rights and licences, with reference to work packages if 
relevant. 

Not applicable – the project is digitising out-of-copyright material only.  

 

Section Ten: Collaboration and Support 

https://owa.ex.ac.uk/owa/redir.aspx?C=49c3978dee464468b10dbd487d018e46&URL=http%3a%2f%2fhdl.handle.net%2f10036%2f56866
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What areas of work would you like to discuss with other projects? 

It will be helpful to discuss project management experience with other projects. Consultation over DSpace 
is already taking place with others in the community.  

 

 

Is there anything that you would like advice and support on? Do you have any specific training needs, 
requests or suggestions for supporting workshops for the programme? 

No – we have found JISC to be helpful and supportive. We particularly valued JISC’s enabling attitude 
during the period we were making our repository software decision and we much appreciated Ben 
Shower’s participation in our Project Board in February.  

 

Section Eleven: Exist and Sustainability Plan  

Report on any changes or issues in the project’s approach to its exit and sustainability plan. 

 No changes to report.  

 

Section Twelve: Next Steps   

In this section you should very briefly list the activities planned and/ other information of relevance for the 
next stage of the project.  

The following actions are planned in the next phase of the project: 

o Customise the live version of DSpace (starts April 09) 

o Hold final subject selection panel with academic community (April to May 09) 

o Migration of images and metadata from EVE to DSpace (From April 09) 

o Continue digitisation and metadata workstrand, towards target figure of 2000 new digital 
surrogates (ongoing to end of August 09) 

o Complete e-learning package using digital surrogates and metadata on DSpace (April to 
June 09) 

o Present two conference papers (June to July 09) 

o Pursue further dissemination plans (Summer 09 / post-project). 

 

 

 

Section Thirteen: Financial Statement 

In this section you should detail the expenditure of the project so far. Against the budget headings you 
should set out the expenditure for the reporting period, noting any significant over/under spend giving 
reasons for this. You should also state the total expenditure to date against each budget heading. The 
table below is designed to help this reporting process. Additional budget headings may be added to fit an 
individual project’s budget. Projects may find it more appropriate to use a spreadsheet to report financial 
information. 

 

 
 
Total Grant   Duration of 

project 
 

Reporting 
Period 

 

 
Budget 
Headings 

Total budget 
allocated 

Expenditure this 
reporting period 

Total expenditure 
to date 

Further information 

Staff     
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Travel & 
Subsistence 

    

Equipment     

Dissemination 
activities 

    

Evaluation 
activities 

    

Other (please 
specify) 

    

 
 

Checklist: 

Before you return this report: 

 Ensure that your project webpage on the JISC site is up to date and contains the correct 
information. Attach details of any required amendments to this report. Project webpages 
can be found from: 
http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/programmes/programme_digitisation/projects.aspx 

  

 If there have been any changes to the original project plan and/or work packages, ensure 
that amended copies of the relevant sections of your project plan are attached to this 
report. 

 

http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/programmes/programme_digitisation/projects.aspx
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